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Goals and Methodology
 Three Overarching Themes
 Four Critical Investment Priorities
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A View from the Field – The W.K. Kellogg Foundation

A View from the Field -- Ushahidi
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Quotes and examples used throughout have been pulled directly from
the survey research and interviews
Confidentiality of participants has been preserved

Research Goals


Understand the current environment for
leveraging data and technology for healthy,
equitable, and sustainable communities
 Identify

gaps and opportunities for innovation
 Surface and frame ideas, areas of alignment or
leading opportunities


Use a listening and ideation process to draw
insights from key stakeholders in different
sectors

Methodology









Document review and desk research (Fall 2014)
Limited survey of select organizations (n=25) and
funders (n=36) that use/fund technology in their
work (Jan 2015)
Interviews with technology innovators to gather
insights on areas of greatest potential and barriers
to overcome (Winter-Spring 2015)
Interviews with platform and tool developers
(Spring 2015)
Interviews with funders, including program as well
as IT and other staff who support and use
technology (Summer 2015)

Overarching Themes that
Emerged from the Research

Three Overarching Themes
1. Invest in a Data Ecosystem that Accelerates Social Change
Goals
“A healthy ecosystem means the social sector has the
information they need at the right time in the right format
using the right tools that are built on standardized flows of
information that allow them to be more effective”

2. Advance Equity and Social Justice
“Big data is one of today’s key civil rights issues.”

3. Build a Data-Informed Culture
“The best situation is one in which everyone to some extent or another
sees data as part of their job, because basically anyone who’s making
decisions in an organization should be making decisions based on
evidence.”

1. Invest in a Data Ecosystem That Accelerates
Social Change Goals
Elements of Ecosystem

Data -- Data collection, access to
data
Infrastructure -- Definitions,
regulations, unique identifiers,
interoperability to ensure sharing,
accessibility, security, and privacy.

Stakeholders
Individuals
Communities
Government
Funders
NPOs
Companies

Knowledge & Collaboration
Tools -- Platforms, tools and
apps for aggregation,
interpretation, analysis,
visualization, mapping
Bridges and supports for capacity
-- Technical assistance, more highly
skilled workforce to use tools &
technological bridges that increase
use of data
Data-informed culture -- Decision
makers, policies, attitudes,
behaviors

Graphic created by Network Impact, informed by Markets for Good

1. Data Ecosystem: Tension between
Technology Push & Pull
Creation of knowledge and collaboration
tools is driven by technology push and pull
I have a problem
I’m trying to
solve and I’m
looking for any
technology to
help solve it…

Pull

Push

I have an
emerging
technology, now I
have to figure out
how to use it…

“I consistently see the
best, sustained record
of innovation and of
fantastic solutions
coming out of
organizations that
create a healthy tension
between technology
push and pull, and
demand that their
people keep both tech
push and tech pull
perspectives in mind
simultaneously.”

2. Advance Equity and Social Justice


Data as tool to reveal disparities and inform action and progress
“To the degree that people see the numbers, see the stories behind the
numbers, see the actions that they can take behind the numbers -Ultimately I think we have an opportunity to engage folks on an ongoing
basis around, what are you going to do about it?”



Data and technology literacy for people, organizations and
communities
“One of the underpinnings of our philosophy is that communities
collaborate and engage in their own solutions and advocate for their
own answers. That’s predicated on the communities coming together
and agreeing – comprehending, understanding, and agreeing on what
data defines the problems.”



Privacy and data sharing policies and roles for all stakeholders

2. Advance Equity and Social Justice
Stakeholders
• Who are
stakeholders?
• Are underserved
individuals and
communities
engaged?
• How are they
engaged?

Key Questions to
Consider

Data
• Who decides what data is relevant?
• Whose problems are data being
collected to help solve?
• Who is represented in data?
• How is data being collected?
Infrastructure
• Who has access to data?
• Who is included in decisionmaking about
data privacy and ethics?
Knowledge & Collaboration Tools
• Who has access to tools?
• Do new data-informed tools strengthen the
values of equity and justice?
• Do tools shed light on inequity and
discrimination?

?

Bridges and supports for capacity
• Who is part of the data science workforce?
• Do efforts to build capacity engage underserved
communities?
Data-informed culture
• Is the use of data to address inequity
prioritized in policies and by decisionmakers?
• Do people and decisionmakers have the
information they need to support equity and
justice?

3. Build a Data-Informed Culture


•

•
•

•
•
•

Organizations should cultivate a data-informed culture by
considering what that means internally for their organization and
externally for their partners and the field.

Access to a
supportive technology
and data
infrastructure

Resources to use and
leverage data
Data collection and
sharing, data-informed
strategy incentivized

Enterprise-level data integration
Data-informed strategy
Learning through feed-back
loops

Field/Sector

Datainformed
culture

Grantees/
Partners

• Decision
makers,
policies,
attitudes,
behaviors

Organization

Four Critical Investment Priorities
(+ Leadership Opportunity)

A Systems Approach is Vital


A systems approach is essential to ensure that fieldlevel opportunities for linking and leveraging data and
technology are identified and acted upon.
“If you don’t have a system by design, you have a system by default. And right
now I think we have a system by default. There’s a lot of great work being
done, but there’s a lot of room and opportunity for even greater impact out of
the resources that are already in the system. But I think there’s room to unlock
even more resources if we were able to more effectively demonstrate the
impact of all of these efforts.”
“There are a lot of great organizations out there that are trying to work on
different pieces of this puzzle. But this is about systems. It’s about how do we
bring together the right people and create the right alignment of incentives and
the right opportunities and the right environment for collaboration to happen to
allow these systems to emerge.”

Four Critical Areas for Investment
Emerged from the Research
Data Infrastructure
“…there are millions, and millions of people out in the
American public. And so, clearly, many of the great ideas are
going to be out in the American public, and so our obligation
is to make the data available so that people can find
interesting, and cool things to do with it.”

Technology Infrastructure
“Right now it’s very, very hard to share data across
organizations…going back to a private sector counterexample, if there was a different Netflix in every city, it’s
called something different, they never share data, that kind of
stuff, they would never be able to predict what movies I like…”

Bridges and Supports for Capacity
“We don’t need to build more tools, but we need to figure out
how to use them…”

Research & Discovery

“Get the forward thinking, successful,
state or local governments or whoever is
doing it right and share what they have
done”

1. Investment Needed in Data
Infrastructure
Data lifecycle

• Access to Data
• Data Sharing &
Integration
• Privacy/Anonymization

Stakeholders

Safe
Storage/
Disposal

Data
Creation

Data
Integration

Example: Markets for Good
Initiative funded by Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and LiquidNet
seeks to develop data protocols for
social sector data to enable more
coordination within the sector and
encourage data sharing for greater
efficiency.

Stakeholders

Data
Collection

Data

Data
Processing/
Cleaning

Data
Sharing

Stakeholders

Data
Analysis/
Meaning
Making

Stakeholders

2. Investment Needed in Tech Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Knowledge &
Collaboration Tools

• Technology Upgrades
and Maintenance
• Data sharing
Examples
As part of ACA implementation,
funders in CT and CO funded
their state’s All-Claims Payer
databases as a tool for the states
and for consumer advocates
Funders in NY funded upgrades
of the state’s IT systems so that
the systems could support
integration with new marketplace
websites and systems.

3. Investment Needed in Capacity Building
• Skills and Knowledge
Development
• Supporting Bridges
• Recruitment

Bridges and
Support for
Capacity

Example: Knight-Mozilla Fellowships
bring change agents into news rooms to
help the evolution of newsrooms towards
the more open web and embracing of
open web technologies. The focus is on
both bringing new talent in, and,
nurturing the existing network of
technologists in newsrooms.

4. Investment Needed in Research &
Discovery
• Data Innovation
Research and
Implementation
• Impact Investing

Example
HHS’s Idea Lab is supporting the Market
R&D challenge, where participants are
early stage startups that have a product
that’s ready to be tested. HHS is pairing
them up with clinical partners to pilot
their product to help trial technologies to
get to scale.

Knowledge &
Collaboration Tools
Bridges and supports for capacity
Data driven culture

Exert Philanthropic Leadership for a
Data-Informed Culture
Datainformed
culture
• Decision
makers,
policies,
attitudes,
behaviors

Field/Sector

Grantees/
Partners

Funder

• Walk the walk
• Support grassroots
advocacy in this area
• Change investment
strategies
• Advocate to Advance a
Data Ecosystem
Example
Google used lean grantmaking
approach to fund an upgraded
version of Ushahidi. Grant was
structured as a “product build”
grant, and process involved
finding five partners that Ushahidi
wanted to work with to consider
as target users.

A View from the Field -- WKKF Foundation
WKKF case study on building a data-informed
organization.

Technology Innovation Examples from
the Field

Questions that Technology Innovations are
well positioned to Answer








What can data tell us about conditions on the
ground?
What can data tell us about what works/will
have impact?
How can data surface unexpected correlations
that spark innovation, which leads to new
solutions?
What can data tell us about where and how we
can do better?

Technology Innovation Examples










Crowdsourced data
Sensors and sensor networks
Predictive analysis; risk and asset modeling
Combining unlikely datasets
Algorithm development to uncover
unexpected correlations and new
approaches to problem solving
Strategic real-time data and feedback loops
New data sources -- individual data from cell
phones, health monitors, activity trackers

A View From the Field - Ushahidi
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Heading 2

RAISE YOUR VOICE
Gather reports from
anywhere to understand
what happened, when and
where

2
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People lack a voice, organizations can’t hear them

People need a way to share their
voice during a critical issue, to ask
for and generate support, and to
bring transparency to their issues.

Organizations lack understanding of
what is happening on the ground. They
need a way to make sense of how to
respond effectively and quickly.
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Ushahidi shows what happened when & where
COLLECT DATA

Gather reports from
the crowd

GET THE PULSE

Organize in real-time
& analyze the situation

RESPOND

Triage and respond

VISUALIZE

Publish results to
show impact
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73% of deployments are in 3 categories of social
impact
Heading
2
Crisis Response

Human Rights

Citizen & Government

Syria Tracker

Harass Map

Uchaguzi

April 2011 - Dec 2014
5433+ reports, 123,235 views

December 2010
319 reports, 156,859 views

March 2013
4747 reports, 50,000+ views

Tracking violence and missing, killed
and arrested persons
syriatracker.crowdmap.com

Help bring awareness to sexual
harassment in Egypt
harassmap.com

Monitor Kenya 2013 election
http://ke2013.uchaguzi.org/

Our platform has global reach
TOTAL DEPLOYMENTS

DEPLOYMENTS BY TYPE

105K
90K

Citizen / Gov’t

85,926

75K

27%

69,639

60K

Business

45K

48,017

Crises Response

30K

73%
24,290

15K

K

Human Rights

6

61

6,797

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

49
159

Languages
translated.
Countries with
deployments

MAJOR DEPLOYMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Egypt
Brazil
Colombia
Liberia
India
United States

•
•
•
•
•
•

Haiti
Japan
Kenya
Tanzania
Russia
Libya

GROWTH IN TEAM
2008
2010
2012
2014
0

10 20 30 40

From Zimbabwe to Bangladesh, citizens work to keep elections safe, using the
crowdsourcing platform Ushahidi” - President Obama July 2015

Data management tools for all sorts of clients

Gathered reports via
mobile to amplify local
voices about human rights
issues in Uganda

Engaged citizens of Beijing
to provide feedback about
clean air policies by
tracking self-powered
transportation

QuakeMap.org
Mapped the decline of global
mangroves to raise awareness of
coastal degradation through
citizen science

Monitored US election
polling locations, as other
organizations have done in
Nigeria, Burundi and
Yemen

Katmandu Living Labs deployed Ushahidi
that became the official response to the
Nepal Earthquake, triaging services to
thousands in need.
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Powerful data features
Data Collection
Receive submissions from anyone, anytime, anywhere

Data Management
Manage and triage reports with filters and workflows

Multiple Sources

Custom fields

Saved searches

Collections

SMS submissions

iOS and Android

Advanced filters

Team collaboration

Data Alerts

Data Visualization
Map submissions and chart what happened

Receive alerts about changes and updates

Custom maps

Data streams

SMS alerts

Custom alerts

Configurable graphs

Analytics

Email notifications

Workflow alerts

Product Exeperience
• Anyone can submit a report

Heading 2
• Your deployment processes new posts
and puts them in front of the people
who need to see them
• Posts are assigned steps so that your
team can assign tasks like translation
and verification
• See only what to matters to you with
filters, then save your work Saved
Searches
• Visualize the data with maps and
interactive charts so you can make
smart decisions
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We serve those that for-profits cannot reach
Human rights
activists
Community
Organizers

Foundations
Military
Cities
Small biz
Universities

Federal
Gov’t

Insurance
Finance

Grassroots
orgs

Crises responders

Intelligence
Educators
Free $100

Ushahidi

Municipalities
$1,000

Election Monitors
$100k
Annual fee

$1M

Palantir
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Reports in Nepal aided response efforts

4600 mappers
Global mappers
involved in documenting
the earthquake

2000 reports
Submitted offering
immediate relief &
documentation of long
term damage

400 orgs
Using Quakemap to carry
out relief operations and
verify that aid was
received

Heading 2

How does the business work?
Mapper
Surveyor
Responder
Orbiter
For individuals getting started with basic projects
For small teams that need to reach more
people
For growing teams that need to organize their workflow
Everything taken
care of for you with big, data and extra security.
Free
$199/mo
$499/mo
Call us
250 posts
1,000 posts
5,000 posts
Unlimited
+$10/month per 100 extra
+$7.50/month per 100 extra
+$5/month per 1,000
extra
+$5/month per 1,000 extra
View data in a map or list
← Everything from Starter, and:
← Everything from
Standard, and:
← Everything from Standard and Plus
Gather data over the web
Collect posts via SMS and Twitter
Team collaboration
with user roles
Private deployments and domains
Data filters
Notifications and alerts
Publish posts to specific audiences
Multiple deployments
Basic analytics
Full analytics with charts and trend graphs
Post stages for
custom workflows
Custom setup and integrations
Save searches and collections
More map base layers
Break moderation into
assignable 'steps'
Email & phone support
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“Type a quote here.”

–Johnny Appleseed

6,416,000 reports worldwide
Thank you

Discussion








Did these research findings resonate with what
you’re seeing in your work?
What do funders most want to see
organizations working in the field do to
advance a data-informed culture?
What do organizations in the field most need
funder to do?
What do intermediaries need?

Thank you!


Full research summary can be downloaded at
www.NetworkImpact.org/LeveragingTech




Register for Public Presentation of Findings Webinar:
Monday, November 16th, 12pm PST/3pm EST.
Sign up to be a part of future field building discussions

